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ABSTRACT
  
     Today, TMN becomes world-wide concept for network management of public network.
Furthermore, it is no doubt that TMN will be the most general network management technology
in the next millennium. If TMN-based network management is introduced in public network of
Latin America, the integration of the legacy networks into TMN must be accompanied. The
topic of our paper is considering for legacy network, one of the important problem in building
TMN-based network management infrastructure. The most important consideration for legacy
network is method adapting legacy management interface to TMN Q interface. Though there are
some adaptation methods such as Q-adapter and Q-addition, nobody can decide which
adaptation method is better. We have developed TMN-based network management system for
legacy ATM switching node since 1995 and have much technical experience for reality of
TMN. In this paper, we present significant problems for introducing TMN in legacy public
network and propose methods to solve the problems with our experience for TMN.

1. INTRODUCTION

      The size and complexity of public network were beginning to outstrip the operator ability to
effectively manage with outmoded operating system. And the increasing vulnerability that came
with software-controlled technology caused operators to realize just how important it was to have
an effective and robust management infrastructure – a network of management systems that
would ensure high reliability well into the future. Hence it is the attractiveness of TMN. The
standards bodies have been specifying the TMN principles since the early 1980s, and the focus
has been on interface specification[1].
    However, making TMN standards a reality in these various telecommunication infrastructures
has been no easy task. Though there exists today a growing set of TMN standards for the
interfaces between elements in telecommunication networks and managing system, very few
installed elements support these interfaces. The general and recommended implementation
models or methods for introducing TMN in networks where the elements do not support the
interfaces specified in standards is absent yet[2]. The term legacy is used because most of
network equipment and NMS were built prior to the availability of TMN standards.  In view of
this, the most existing telecommunication networks are legacy networks, which make the
introducing of TMN in legacy networks a critical subject for the wide deployment of TMN.
Therefore, network providers hesitate to migrate from their legacy management environment to



TMN. From this reason, in order to ensure the viability of TMN as backbone of
telecommunications management in the next millennium competitive marketplace, legacy
network is one problem that TMN must solve. Latin America that readies new paradigm for
telecommunication service and network management will meet also this problem and must solve
it.
   We have developed TMN EMS for legacy ATM switching node since 1995 and have many
technical experiences for the TMN system development. In this paper, we bring up significant
problems for introducing TMN in legacy network element and present methods to solve the
problems taking example by ATM network. One of the important considerations for legacy
network element is deciding a model for adapting Q interface to legacy interface. Though there
are several proposed adaptation models such as embedded, Q-adaptation and Q-addition, nobody
can decide which the adaptation model is better. As other major considerations, there are the
consistency between TMN-base NMS and legacy network, accessing real resource and etc.
    In this paper, after we bring up considerable subjects for legacy network element and present
the solution with example of our TMN system.

2. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

   Implementation of TMN system is generally perceived as difficult. The capabilities provided
are powerful and cover a broad spectrum, but the actual implementation is challenging, to say the
least[3].  In this section, we highlight some of the implementation issues within context of
introducing TMN in legacy network.

2.1. Adaptation model

    There are several models for introducing TMN in legacy network. The developer must decide
which he will use adaptation model, before he implements TMN system for legacy network.
Generally, you have known embedded, Q-adaptation and Q-addition model. The Q-adaptation
and Q-addition are often called gateway model as opposed to embedded model.
   The embedded model is adaptation model that the required TMN information models and
communication protocols, that are Q interface, is installed inside of the network equipment itself.
If there are sufficient processing power and memory space available in network element, the
embedded model is the ideal solution. The embedded model has merits such as fast response
time, low cost, unlimited device management and simplicity in consistency of managed object
instance. However, these merits of embedded model are reasonable in case that the model applies
to TMN-based network element by nature. In the case of legacy network element, because the
model must built TMN Q interface and MIB inside of legacy network element, its vender must
modify large amount of software and hardware of legacy network equipment. Also, the
performance of network element is decreased for complexity of internal protocol profile and etc.
Practically, it is impossible for vender to support TMN standard interface through modification of
software and hardware of already sold equipment. Therefore, the gateway model is proper as
adaptation model.
   There are the Q-adaptation model and Q-addition model as the gateway models.  In the case of
the Q-adaptation model, it is model applied in TMN NEL(Network Element Layer) and is defined
in TMN standard. The functions to carry out Q interface are installed in external system such as
workstation. The external system is called Q-adapter. That is, Q-adapter plays role which
converts legacy information model and protocol(typically based on SNMP, MML or TL1) to
TMN Q interface. The merits of this model are that the modification of legacy network element is
little and the processing performance of network element is kept. However, they have weaknesses
of the high cost for external workstation, complexity for consistency of status between network
element and Q-adapter, and limitation of management area.



   The Q-addition model is the method that add Q interface to an existing proprietary NMS.
Generally, it is applied at element management layer (EML) or the upper TMN layer. Because
this model is applied to not network element but legacy NMS, the scope of Q interface that
should be adapted for TMN standard interface is smaller than Q-adaptation model. Therefore, the
load of developer and the amount of modification are less. This fact is an important merit of Q-
addition model compared with other models. Also, although the Q-adaptation is the replacement
of legacy interface with TMN interfaces, it potentially can’t allow a complete migration from
legacy management functions to TMN. This is occurred, because TMN standard interface is not
as rich as legacy OAM&P interface.
     In Latin America that most of network is consisted of legacy network elements, it is so
expensive to build the Q-adapter for one by one of a great number of network element. Because
the case of adaptation for legacy network element in great variety is so much, it is practically
impossible to develop Q-adapter with consideration of the various cases. From these reasons, we
recommend Q-addition model as adaptation model for Latin America.

2.2. Access to and from legacy network

    Because each managed object instant of TMN represents a resource of network, in the case of
legacy network using Simple Network Management Protocol(SNMP) or using a man-machine
language (MML) or TL1, the additional function that exchange information between managed
object instances and the resources is necessary. For example, if a TMN manager creates a
managed object instance representing an ATM connection, the instance may send appropriate
requests to an ATM switch for  setup the PVC connection. Likewise, if a new interface board is
added to a ATM switch, the switch may send a create request to the agent for creation of
corresponding managed object instance. In such bi-directional communication, a number of
requirements may arise[3] :

- The agent must provide a set of operations to allow the resources to perform CMIP operations,
such as the creation of managed object instances.

- CMIP operations have to be translated to the appropriate set of control commands of resource .
- The data representation between the resource and the agent can be different and may require
translation in both directions.

- The error responses can differ, and therefore require mapping in both directions. For example, a
“LINK NOT EXIST ” error received from a resource for the value request may have to
translated to the TMN error “noSuchObjectInstance”.

2.3. Consistency

   Managed object instances represent resources of network such as current status and
configuration. TMN manager performs management activity with information supported by
managed object instances. Therefore, the consistency between managed object instances and real
resource of network must be kept. In the case of legacy network, the consistency is a matter of
especially importance. The one reason is that initialization and restart of TMN OS(Operation
System) and legacy network element are performed respectively. Also, because legacy network is
operated with legacy management function, managed object instances of TMN must consistently
represent activities of legacy management function.
   In order to introduce TMN in legacy network, the consideration is necessary to keep the
consistency between managed information base(MIB) and resource of legacy network



2.4. Scenario based management

   The management functions of TMN can be implemented using either managed object based
management or scenario based management. The advantages of the former are that
implementation is simple and interoperability is good, and its weakness are that TMN system
can’t provide various and useful management functions for operator. The latter has advantage that
TMN system can provide various and applied management functions for operator, and
weaknesses that implementation is a little complicate and interoperability is lowered.
   To manage the legacy network, TMN must have management scenarios for the existing
management scenarios that legacy network has already.

3. IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCES

3.1 Introducing architecture

The two gateway models are used in the industry to introduce TMN into legacy network. Q-
adaptation, the model currently stipulated in the TMN standard[1], consists of forcing the legacy
OAM&P interface of a network into TMN interfaces. Q-addition, on the other hand, consists of
adding new TMN interfaces to the legacy OSs while keeping the existing legacy OAM&P
interface. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses.  We recommend the Q-addition.

Figure 1. Proposed Introducing Architecture

   For example ATM network, overall introducing architecture of Q-addition is shown in figure 1.
The ATM switch has been developed in our laboratory. In the case of Q-addition, the human
machine interface (HMI) for legacy NM interface is used as interface between TMN agent and
legacy ATM network. The HMI workstation is used as the workstation for agent.
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3.2 Additional agent features for Q-Addition Function

   The Q-addition function performs information conversion and protocol conversion. Therefore,
the agent applied Q-adaptation must have any additional functions for accessing to resource and
consistence in mentioned above, besides processing of TMN standard interface.
    For information and protocol conversion, the agent need additional functions which translate
CMIP operations to legacy management commands or legacy commands message to CMIP
operations, shield the difference in data representation between the legacy network and the agent,
and provide communication channel in both directions.

Figure 2. Agent Functional Blocks for QAF

   The configuration of agent for implementing the Q-addition function is shown figure 2. The
HMI communication gateway plays role of communication channel between the agent and legacy
ATM network. With parameters translated by the data translator, the HMI composer assembles
the HMI input command (legacy NM command) and shields the difference in data representation.
The data translator plays role of parsing the CMIP operations or HMI output message. After
parsing, from the result, it selects parameters that are used by HMI composer or MIB builder. The
MIB builder creates managed object instances and updates attribute values of managed object
instances on the basis of parameter supported by the data translator. The persistence data stores
dynamic managed object instances by way of precaution against emergency such as agent
shutdown. It is a method for data consistency between agent and ATM network. The CMIP
composer makes the CMISE primitives such as M-GET, M-CREATE  and etc. The CMIP
composer translates CMISE service primitive and if the primitive must be performed at ATM
network, it  is sent to the data translator. The translator selects parameters of the primitive and
assembles a recorder as data structure promised with HMI composer. The HMI composer makes
HMI request command using the recorder according to well defined process[6]. Finally, the HMI
command is sent to target element of ATM network through communication gateway and
performed by legacy element.
   The result of the request command is sent to the translator through communication gateway.
Because the received result is HMI output message, the translator parses the result and sends the
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result of parsing to the MIB builder. The MIB builder handles related managed object instances
according to the result and sends the result of handling to CMIP composer. The CMIP composer
assembles the CMISE primitive and sends to manager[6].
   In order to shield the different in data representation, the HMI composer performs mapping
between data of legacy ATM network and managed objects of TMN. An example of the different
data between legacy ATM network to GDMO is logical component of ATM switch. In TMN
standard, hardware component of ATM switch is defined with managed object classes that
represent physical information. The “emqipmentHolder” and “circuitPack” represent rack, shelf
and interface card of ATM switch.  In ATM switch, the logical information such as subsystem
and interface module is used. The subsystem can be configured with several rack or one shelf.
The interface module is logical concept. It packs interface cards per 155Mbps. Therefore, a
subsystem can be mapped to several equipmentHolder instance or one, and an interface model
can be mapped to several circuitPack instance or one. The MIB builder and HMI composer must
performs the mapping. The above procedures are briefly shown in figure 3. The detail description
is presented in the sixth reference.

Figure 3. Conversion diagram of management information

 3.3 Experience for consistency

   In the case of Q-addition, the most of disagreement between MIB and legacy network is caused
by individually initialization and management activities of legacy operator m as mentioned in
section 2.3.
   In the above example, the legacy ATM network has HMI operation system for network
management interface. A legacy operator of the ATM network controls and monitors with the
HMI operation system. As mention in section 2.1, because TMN standard interface is not as rich
as legacy OAM&P interface, it is impossible to allow a complete migration from legacy
management functions to TMN. Because of this fact, it is necessary for network provider that the
legacy NMS is coexisted with TMN interface. Therefore, it is important to solve the
inconsistency problem caused by legacy operation system. In order to affect the result of HMI,
legacy operation system, to MIB of agent, the agent needs additional function that makes
distinction between results of HMI oriented command and TMN manager oriented command.
The method of distinction may be different according to kind of legacy operation system. When
the result for HMI oriented command is received to agent, agent must update related managed
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object instances. The update is performed by the same procedure mentioned in section 3.2. The
result of update is sent to manager as notifications for status change, object creation, object
deletion and etc. Therefore, the agent has processing functions for extended notification.
   Although the network is normal state, the agent may be killed by power off or other abnormal
cases. After a while, the agent will be restarted and rebuild MIB. Then the MIB will be initialized
and  not have previous information. Therefore, the changes occurred while agent is killed can be
applied to the rebuilt MIB.
   In the case of our system, when the agent is restarted for the former, it is initialized with the
persistence data (It’s explained in section 3.2). If so, the previous status is applied to MIB. After
being restarted, the agent requests current status to network elements. The agent applies response
of the request to MIB by the same method as applying result of HMI oriented command.
   The above-described method is only a method and the various methods for consistency may be
exist.

3.4 Management scenario

   The legacy network management system has some specific scenarios to perform its functions. It
is impossible that the manager managing various legacy networks is implemented with
consideration of all the scenarios. Therefore, the agent must have internal management scenarios
adapting manager’s scenarios to ones of legacy network management system.

Figure 4. Managed object instance tree and HMI command
for changing bandwidth of ATM PVC

As an example, there is changing bandwidth of ATM PVC(permanent virtual connection). In
TMN, the ATM PVC is represented by “atmCrossConnection” managed object class and its
bandwidths are represented by “egressPeakCellRate” attribute and “ingressPeakCellRate”
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CHG-PSPC-INFO : PRC=a, ALS=b&IM=c&LINK=d, DR=e, BW=f/g

a : processor name of ATN switch
b : subsystem number of  originating side
c : interface mudule number of originating side
d : link number of originating side
e : direction
f : ingress bandwidth of originating side
g : egress bandwidth of originating side



attribute of “vpCTPBidirectional” managed object class. The “atmCrossConnection” is pointed
by two “vpCTPBidrectional”. The one represents connection termination point of originating side
and another represents terminating side. Therefore, the manager can change
“egressPeakCellRate” and “ingressPeakCellRate of originating side or those of terminating side.
However, in the our ATM switch, the changing bandwidth of ATM PVC is allowed for
originating side. Therefore, the agent must have handling scenario for terminating side, such as
mapping “egressPeakCellRate” of terminating side to “ingressPeakCellRate of originating side.

For the manager is able to manage various legacy network, the Q-addition function must
support adaptation of different scenario between manager and network element.

4. CONCLUSION

   In this paper, we bring up four considerable subjects for introducing TMN in legacy network.
Probably, you may agree that the introducing model, accessing resource, consistency and
management scenario are most important subject of making TMN a reality for legacy network.
However, the man who has no experience of implementation can’t feel actually and understand
fully why those are important. In above-mentioned, we explained the reason why the four subjects
are important for legacy network with practical examples. Using our practice experiences for
legacy ATM switch, we presented example solution for those. Of course, our solutions are not
absolute in the case of all. However, The presentations of problems and solutions may be useful
information and advice to beginner of making TMN a reality.
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